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Overview of the Revive 
Program at KleinLife

Addresses a gap in 
services for Holocaust 
survivors from the 
former Soviet Union 
(HS FSU)

Holistic Wellness 
Program to support 
participants in 
improving their 
physical, emotional, 
social, and spiritual 
wellness.

Services received in 
participant native 
language (Russian) or 
with an interpreter 
present

Culturally-sensitive 
approach



Services Received

Large Socialization Programming

Subsidized Trips

Culturally appropriate social meals

Tai Chi (aqua and on land)

Yoga & Reiki

Individual Counseling

Creative Arts Therapies: 
Art Therapy  

Dance/ Movement Therapy



Creative Arts Therapies

Art Therapy: “integrative mental health and human services profession that enriches 
the lives of individuals, families, and communities through active art-making, creative 
process, applied psychological theory, and human experience within a 
psychotherapeutic relationship”

Dance Movement Therapy: "the psychotherapeutic use of movement to promote 
emotional, social, cognitive, and physical integration of the individual, for the purpose 
of improving health and well-being" 

(AATA, 2017; ADTA, 2014)



PCTI Approach to Creative Arts 
Therapies with HS FSU

Employ cultural humility 
& an intersectional lens

Give participants an out

Establish a safe 
emotional and physical 

space

Promote choice and 
empowerment in your 

space

Create a collaborative 
relationship to decision-

making

Identify & discuss 
potential triggers



PCTI Approach to Creative Arts 
Therapies with HS FSU (Specific)

Find out the needs of 
the community

Create therapuetic 
interventions based on 

community needs

Build rapport and trust 
through individual 

meeting

PCTI Training for all 
program facilitators

Advisory board 
committee to get 
participant input

Flexibility to ensure PCTI 
Care: Consistent 

collection of feedback 
and adjustment of the 

program

Consideration of 
psychosocial stages -

Erickson



Life Reflection and Meaning-Making

Relevant Stages

Psycho Social Crisis
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Ego Integrity vs. 

Despair

Mankind, My 

Kind

Is it okay to have 

been me?
Reflection on Life

75-

death

Immortality vs. 

Extinction

Mankind, My 

Kind

How was my life 

meaningful? What 

happens next?

Coping with physical 

changes, developing 

psychohistorical 

perspective

Newman & Newman, 2015



Art Therapy

Build rapport and trust with participants which allowed increased comfort and safety in trying new things

Expand the scope of traditional art therapy practice to fit the needs of program participants 

Explain art therapy vs. art & computer class

Take into account participants’ interests and values

Give clients an opportunity to reflect, create meaning, and a legacy

Incorporate culturally-relevant content 

Connection building

Individual support

Consider challenges 



Family Albums

“Through combination of art and technology, 
participants will learn how to develop a family 
album using personal collection of 
photographs and modern web. They will 
receive a printed copy of completed album 
free of charge to share with others. Art 
therapy provides positive self-expression, 
cognitive functioning, improved memory, 
emotional resilience, self-esteem, and 
socialization.” 



Steps

Participants gather family photographs

Participants meet to sort photographs and see sample of the album

Facilitator scans photographs and puts them onto flash drives for each participant

Participants meet weekly for 6-7 weeks in the computer lab to create a personal album using 
Shutterfly (selecting ‘family memories’ option for photo book)

Each participant is provided opportunities to meet individually with the facilitator during the 
course of the project for additional support 

Albums are completed and ordered

Participants gather for two two-hour sessions to share & discuss their albums, stories, and 
feelings



Art Therapy for Relaxation 

Use art and the creative process to provide 
participants with tools to relax and de-stress 

Use variety of mediums, as different things 
resonate with different people.

Learn techniques they can apply at home if 
they choose.

No art experience is 
necessary

Hover over Image to Play Video



Dance/Movement Therapy

Explanation of dance & movement therapy vs. dance 
class

Incorporate of culturally-
relevant music 

Incorporate yoga, socialization, and connection-
building

Adapt to participants’ needs

Hover over Image to Play Video

“Movement and dance are used to promote emotional, 
physical, social, and cognitive wellness. Participants of 
all ability levels are welcomed to join and share in 
movement, song, and expression in this supportive and 
inclusive group – no prior dance background required. “



Examples of Impact

Reflect on life 

Visual representation of trauma 

Leave a legacy

Feeling of community

Come together after a tragedy (attack on Tree of Life Synagogue)

Have a reason to get out of the house

Get through grief & pain



Common Trends

Reduced stigma around mental health

Discussed depression – decreased loneliness

Individuals requested support

Reported improvements in emotional wellness and physical 
health, and increased socialization



Challenges

Capacity issues

Accessibility 

Limitations of services, High participant needs, Time limitations

Difficulty recruiting Russian-speaking facilitators

Initial misunderstanding of the program

Variety of ability and skills levels



Suggestions for replication

Incorporate  
culturally-
relevant 
content

Develop 
program that 

meets 
participant 

interests and 
needs

Provide 
opportunities 

for both 
groups and 
individuals

Prepare and 
respond to 
feedback
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Problem

Low-income, aging Holocaust survivors struggle to:

 Maintain a healthy diet

 Socialize and create a sense of community

 Access local resources



Solution
Culinary Therapy Programming

 Provide fresh produce and pantry goods

 Coordinate socialization events  

 Link clients to community resources 



Approach
Partnered with food co-op to deliver food boxes

 Provided Person-Centered, Trauma-Informed training to food delivery staff
 Pros: 

 Provided in-season, healthy ingredients
 Clients interact with food deliverers 
 Socialization activities

 Cons: 
 Clients expectations are sometimes unrealistic
 We cannot always accommodate clients’ preferences



Approach
Partner with local community center

 Topics include: 

 Healthy diet

 Cultural cuisine 

 Healthcare services and resources

 Provided brief training to community center staff



Socialization Event
Israeli emissary discussion on migration and Israel, and a 
cooking demonstration



Discussion 
 How to use ingredients provided in the food box for culturally appropriate 

recipes

 Pros:

 Clients were engaged in the discussion and demonstration

 Clients felt comfortable in the community center 

 Clients socialized

 Challenges:

 Clients did not want to complete surveys



Socialization Event
A guest speaker asked Holocaust survivors to share their favorite recipes



Discussion
 Clients were informed of programming offered at a local temple

 Clients prepared their favorite recipe

 Pros: Discussion about cultural delicacies and the memories attached to those 
foods 

 Challenges: 

 Clients would not complete the survey

 Some complained about the delivered food boxes

 Interpretation



Socialization Event
Elder Source presentation on services and resources for 
clients



Discussion
 Pros: 

 Elder Source informed clients of services they are entitled to and lists of 
community resources. 

 JFCS provided a light meal, and some of the food was made with ingredients 
from the food box. 

 Challenges:  

 Clients were offered interpreter and declined. 

 Clients asked the speaker about individual healthcare issues. 



Socialization Event 
 Clients selected the topic: Israel Then and Now

 Cooking demonstration



Results
 Clients are benefiting from fresh food boxes and opportunities to socialize

 Clients are accessing resources they learn about through the events

 Initially JFCS cared for 30+ survivors in Palm Coast, survivor list is now over 50.  

 Originally the groups were planned for quarterly, based on popular demand, 
JFCS has conducted 8 groups for Palm Coast survivors.  

 Initially the clients had preferred friends they sat with, it appears the group is 
now more unified. 



Creative Arts Interventions for Holocaust 

Survivors



Objectives for this presentation

• Sharing innovative PCTI creative arts programs for older 
adults

• How PCTI creative arts programs can address the mental, 
physical and cognitive health and well being of older 
adults with a history of trauma

• PCTI creative arts programs that have been successfully 
implemented for Holocaust survivors

• Strategies for implementing PCTI creative arts programs 

• How can the program be replicated?

• Challenges we faced and how we addressed those 
issues



Our Program’s Goal

• Holocaust survivors will have socialization 

experiences while expressing their stories 

through visual arts, storytelling or music.

Visual arts and a special 

form of songwriting are 

used to achieve this goal. 



Laying the groundwork

• Knowing the gifts of our staff at JFS Orange

• Contract with professionals or providers

• All providers are trained in PCTI approaches

• The providers are all willing to meet the 

survivors where they are



Visual Arts

• Contract with a Creative Arts Facilitator 

• (note, she is not a therapist)

• She is trained in Person Centered Trauma Informed approaches

• Ensure that the creative process is accessible and the art work 

reflects the interests of the survivors

• The art work that the survivors create should express a part of 

their story that they’d like to share



Choice, Choice, Choice!

• Day of week, time of day

• Creative Arts Facilitator does not have an agenda  

• No expectations

• Choice of project (portfolio of options is presented)



Meet Rachel 

• Rachel is well known to us

• Staff, volunteer and 

recipient of services

• Living situation

• This program would give 

her the opportunity to 

have a visitor and connect

• Idea was initially met with 

resistance



First Visit

• What were Rachel’s interests, likes and dislikes? 

• How could she incorporate this into an art piece?  

• They spoke of Rachel’s former love of 

Israeli Folk Dancing 

• Sharon thought of how simple it would be for Rachel to do print 

making

• Sharon did not have any stencils of dancers, so she created stencils of 

people doing Israeli Folk Dancing



Second Visit

• Rachel was in her 

glory  

• She was able to 

roll the brayer





Partnership with SageArts

• SageArts is an intergenerational arts project 

whose mission is to encourage social 

inclusion and dignity for elders

• The signature program for JFS Orange is 

the Friendly Visitor Program.  Working with 

SageArts was a great fit for our agency. 



Structure

• Songwriters are trained in PCTI methods

• Initial meeting between JFS Coordinator, Holocaust survivor and 
songwriter

• Ten visits occur

• Stories are shared

• Themes emerge

• Songwriter weaves the theme into a draft of a song that they 
propose to the survivor

• With input from the survivor, the song is refined

• A concert is produced

• After the concert, each survivor receives a CD



“We Remember: Songs of Survivors”





Quick recap of goals and objectives

• Innovative PCTI creative arts programs for older adults

• How PCTI creative arts programs can address the mental, physical and 

cognitive health and well being of older adults with a history of trauma

• PCTI creative arts programs that have been successfully implemented for 

Holocaust survivors

• Strategies for implementing PCTI creative arts programs

• How can the program be replicated?

• Challenges we faced and how we addressed those issues



Contact Information 

• Jewish Family Service of Orange County, NY
– www.jfsorange.org

– Paula Blumenau, Coordinator Holocaust Survivor Program 845.341.1173 ext. 305

• SageArts
– www.SageArts.org

• “We Remember: Songs of Survivors”
– https://www.gofundme.com/we-remember-documentary-film

– The film makers are creating a full documentary film including the concert itself.  

– A portion of the proceeds will go to JFS Orange for programming for Holocaust 

survivors.

http://www.jfsorange.org/
http://www.sagearts.org/
https://www.gofundme.com/we-remember-documentary-film


Questions?



Next Steps

• JFNA’s 2019 Training Workshop - September 24-25 in 
Washington, DC! 

• Questions for us or the speakers: email 
HolocaustCenter@JewishFederations.org



Reminders

• Please complete the brief webinar evaluation survey in our 
follow-up email

• Current Subgrantees: verify your participation in this webinar. 

SECRET WORD:

Creativity


